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PRESS RELEASE
DATE: 21/09/2015

ORGVUE SELECTED AS ‘AWESOME’ NEW TECHNOLOGY AT
MAJOR HR TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE
OrgVue has today announced that it has been selected as one of six companies to showcase
its cutting edge technology at the 18th Annual HR Technology Conference and Exposition. The
technology will be showcased during the Awesome New Technologies for HR session, taking
place in Las Vegas on Sunday 18 October at 3:45 p.m. PDT.
Every year the Conference selects the most cutting-edge products and solutions from the
vendor community which are disrupting and transforming the HR function. In one of the most
popular and widely anticipated sessions of the HR Technology Conference, attendees will be
introduced to these solutions through live demonstrations highlighting how each software is
transforming the HR sector. OrgVue was selected from over 100 submissions and will be
presenting alongside Bridge US, Great Hires, Kanjoya, One Model and TMBC.
Steve Boese, HR Technology Conference Co-Chair commented “The HR technology industry
is characterized by constant change – and the companies that can keep up and introduce new
solutions to address the challenges of the day are the ones poised for greatest success. The
six companies featured in ‘Awesome New Startups for HR’ fully demonstrate the next
generation of HR tech, offering cutting-edge technologies that make them stand out next to
their more established peers. We look forward to seeing these technologies in action and
seeing how they will change the way HR works.”
“It is a real honour to have been selected” said Rupert Morrison, CEO at Concentra, the
creators of OrgVue. “We are extremely excited to share our solution with HR leaders from
across the country and discuss how HR can harness their organizational data to lead and drive
business transformations and performance.”
Executives attending the conference are invited to visit OrgVue at booth 2750 to find out
more about the company’s game-changing technology. To set up a meeting or stay in touch
over the course of the conference email info@orgvue.com or follow us on Twitter @OrgVue
#HRTechConf.
ENDS
Notes to Editors
About OrgVue
OrgVue is the leading business transformation tool. It is providing HR, organisation design and
effectiveness teams a flexible and intuitive platform for HR analytics, organisation design, workforce
planning and transition management. Organisations love OrgVue because they can get new workforce
insights, model business scenarios, and implement organisational change faster, better and with less
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risk than traditional tools such as Excel and PowerPoint. OrgVue helps you design, transform and
operate your organisation to deliver organisational effectiveness and performance, every day.
Find out more at www.orgvue.com
OrgVue is crafted by Concentra, a specialist data analytics firm that helps organisations manage and
use data to increase their efficiency and profitability.
Find out more at www.concentra.co.uk
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